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VILLA AUGUSTA 
Giubiano, Via S. Giusto 6 

 

 VILLA 

 

Villa Augusta was built by engineer Pisoni, among 1898 and 1901 from the milan lawyer Andrea Canadelli, 

that previously had been owner of other holidays residences in Barasso and Varese. The ground where 

the building was raised had been of ownership for the whole XIX century of the family Baroffio, that sold 

it to Canadelli, who was also interested in buying also other properties in Gubiano. 

In 1904 the villa with its buildings was sold to the architect Carlo Ciapessoni and to the engineer Raced, 

who  the following year give it up to Graziadio Orefice. 

In 1911 the house and its surroundings were sold to Angelo Zamboni and Augusta Testoni who remained 

widow in 1914 and lived for a long time in the house. She died in 1949 and she destined the building to 

the Institute of the Nuns of the Souls of the Purgatory, who sold it to the Common of Varese in 1968, with 

the clause to denominate it Villa Augusta. Currently it is center of the multi service company ASPEM S.p.a. 

The building, formed from three floors with thirty two rooms, has windows decorated by frames with 

geometric motives. 

 

THE PARK 

 The garden, declared in the 1952 heritage of public interest for the peculiarity of his trees, it didn't suffer 

transformations despite the changes of owners: it preserves his original plant of the beginning of ‘900, 

wanted by AugustaTestoni, who lived there untill her death.The villa is protected from trees of tall stem, 

with paths and places, with exotic evergreen, red beech trees and American oaks. It’s also remarkable an 

imposing cork oak that rises on the southern border of the park,  tall 13,70 meters with a circumference 



 

of the stem of 3 meters. 

The park was opened on April 5 1970 to the public. 
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